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Oil Center Research International, L.L.C.’s product line has grown
to include over 1,000 products that are sold in more than 80
countries. The Company motto, “Seal of Dependability,” signifies
a commitment to our customers by providing some of the highest
quality products available in the market today.

Over the last 50 years, Oil Center Research International, L.L.C.’s
success is attributable to the strong relationships we have built
with our customers as well as the commitment to respond to our
customers’ needs with the highest quality products and service.
Over the years, the industry has presented many challenges, but
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Oil Center Research International, L .L .C.
is a team committed to quality ser vice
and products in an ecologically balanced
global marketplace.

BIODEGRADABLE
MULTIPURPOSE, CONCENTRATED
RIG WASHING COMPOUND 950 is an all-synthetic, biodegradable,
heavy-duty cleaning compound. 950 contains no caustics. It
removes dirt, grease and oil from rig equipment and fixtures,
helping reduce the risk of serious accidents associated with an
unclean environment. It can be used as laundry detergent for
hand washing heavily soiled clothes and works effectively in hot
or cold, hard or soft, fresh or salt water.
MEAN & GREEN 1091 is a highly concentrated, heavy-duty,
biodegradable cleaner that is especially formulated for a
multitude of tough industrial jobs. It attacks and loosens greasy,
grimy surfaces and is easily washed away with water. it does not
contain butyl cellosolve.
SOLVE IT 1093 is an excellent all-purpose cleaner and degreaser,
especially designed for industrial use. 1093 is biodegradable and
safe on fabrics.
MULTI-CLEAN 9650 is a concentrated, biodegradable, multipurpose
liquid cleaner/degreaser which efficiently removes oil, grease,
dirt, syrups, adhesives and various types of soils.
POWER SOLVE 9649 is a biodegradable, multipurpose solvent that
instantly dissolves oil and greases. Also an effective deodorizer, it
is used to degrease concrete floors, trucks and equipment.

HAND SOAP
SOFT & SMOOTH 9636 is a biodegradable, pearlized liquid hand
soap that leaves hands feeling soft by moisturizing while it cleans.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
SOLV-EX PM400 is a versatile, economy grade solvent, that
cleans without the usual shutdown or disassembly of equipment.
PM400 has a high dielectric strength, is non-conductive, and
effectively removes oil, grease, wax and other oil-based soils.
ELECTRO-SOLVE PM420 is a dielectric safety solvent with 36,700
volts dielectric. Manufactured with controlled evaporation,
PM420 eliminates condensation caused by some solvents and
leaves a dry, film free surface.
BLUE POWER 9075 is a blue, liquid rig washing compound and
heavy-duty degreaser. It is biodegradable and water-soluble.
9075 is designed for removal of oil-based muds and all types of
greases associated with drilling equipment, platforms, and bilge
cleaning operations. 9075’s high alkaline ingredients aid in the
effective removal of heavy soils, mildew stains, and industrial
oils and greases.
THREAD CLEANER 9175 is a heavy-duty degreaser and rig
washing compound designed for removal of oil-based muds
and all types of greases.
SUPER PINK CAR & TRUCK WASH 9554 is a concentrated
powder that is formulated for use in car and truck wash systems
and steam cleaners. 9554, when properly diluted, will not harm
aluminum or paint and will not etch glass.

CITRUS POWER 9652 attacks oils, greases, dirt, syrups, adhesives
and soils. It is biodegradable, highly concentrated, and safe on
rubber, vinyl, wood, plastics, and ferrous and nonferrous metals.
POWER PAK 9671 is a biodegradable, multipurpose cleaner effective
in removing oil, grease, dirt and other soils. It is safe on rubber, vinyl,
plastics, wood, and all metals. 9671 is compatible with brine water.
HOT CLEAN 9674 is a biodegradable, heavy-duty cleaner and
degreaser formulated to attack heavy oils, greases and adhesives.
SPARKLE BLUE 9676B is a blue liquid rig washing compound and
heavy-duty degreaser. It is biodegradable and water-soluble. Sparkle
Blue’s highly alkaline ingredients aid in the effective removal of
heavy soils, mildew stains, and industrial oils and greases.

MULTIPURPOSE, READY-TO-USE
POWER SOLVE READY TO USE 9649RTU is a biodegradable
solvent degreaser & deodorizer that is ready-to-use (RTU). Power
Solve instantly emulsifies oils and greases. Uses for Power Solve
are endless. 9649RTU may be used in restaurants, hospitals,
nursing homes, schools, office buildings, theaters, automotive
plants, service stations, rest rooms, locker rooms, manufacturing
plants, and equipment repair shops.

DISH SOAP
AQUA CLEAN 9632 is a specially formulated manual dishwashing
liquid that gets dishes sparkling clean. This effective, biodegradable
product breaks up grease and prevents it from settling back on
the dishes. 9632 Aqua Clean’s long-lasting suds are mild to hands
and excellent for fine washables.

RIG WASH 9562 is an excellent heavy-duty, white cleaning
compound. 9562 removes dirt, grease, and oil from rig
equipment and fixtures, helping to reduce the risk of serious
accidents associated with an unclean work surface. 9652 is
effective in dissolving dirt and grime almost instantly.
CLEAN DIP CONCENTRATED VAT CLEANER 9596 is a heavy-duty
concentrated vat compound for use in hot or cold temperature
dip/soap operations on cast iron, steel and other hard metals.
It removes soils such as paint, grease, and rust and rinses with
clean water.
WASH I 9641 is an acid cleaner formulated to penetrate soils
on equipment surfaces that detergents are unable to clean.
9641 may be used to remove light road film and oxidation from
aluminum trailers and is half of a washing system designed to
completely clean equipment.
WASH II 9651 is the second half of
the equipment cleaning system. It
is a concentrated liquid detergent
specially formulated for the external
washing of trucks, tractors, farm
equipment and other industrial
vehicles. Along with 9641 WASH I,
9651 WASH II ensures a complete cleaning job.

INTRODUCING RW55 ROUGHNECK WIPES are for use

in the oilfield where heavy-duty cleaning is a must. These
durable, textured scrubbing wipes are pre-moistened with
a powerful, citrus-scented cleaning solution perfect for
removing grease from your hands.
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